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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a receiver State list, receivers names of message, the titles 
of the message, completion information indicating whether 
or not receivers of the message confirm content of the 
message, or whether or not the business related to the 
message is completed, and comments which the receivers 
prepare for the message are displayed. From the receiver 
State list, a Sender and all receivers of the message can obtain 
the States of all the receivers, for example, whether or not 
each receiver confirms the content of the message or 
whether or not the business related to the message is 
completed. 
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MESSAGE PROCESSING DEVICE MESSAGE 
MANAGEMENT METHOD AND STORAGE 

MEDIUM FOR STORING MESSAGE 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention is related to a message 
processing device, a message processing System, and a 
message management method, for processing a message 
transmitted from a terminal, and a Storage medium in which 
a message management program is Stored. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004 Recently, the following technology has been easily 
realized. That is, an electronic mail can be transmitted to an 
individual receiver by a mail System Such as a personal 
computer communications System, a UNIX System or the 
like, and the same mail can be transmitted to a plurality of 
receivers. 

0005 There is a case where, when a plurality of members 
cooperatively do business, a leader transmits mails to the 
members to confirm whether or not the members have 
completed the business, in order to determine the busineSS 
progreSS States of the members. In Such a case, each member 
of the group prepares a mail for reporting whether or not his 
or her busineSS has been completed, and transmits this mail 
to the leader. The leader reads the mails from all the 
members, and determines whether or not the business of 
each member has been completed. In Such a case, the 
number of mails to be read increases as the number of 
members increases, and So the leader's job increases. 
0006 Further, in order that a member other than the 
leader determines the progreSS States of other members, he 
or she should send mails to the other members to confirm 
their progreSS States Similarly to the above-mentioned, and 
should receive their responses. Therefore, the process of 
transmitting and receiving mails between members becomes 
complicated. 

0007. The displaying of received mails as a list has been 
conventionally performed, but in this conventional method, 
only a list is displayed. 
0008. There are many cases in which, when a mail is 
transmitted, a Sender wishes to know whether or not the 
receiver confirms the contents of the mail. In a conventional 
electronic mail System, however, the Sender can determine 
whether or not the receiver opened the mail but cannot 
determine whether or not the receiver actually confirms the 
contents of the mail. In a personal computer communica 
tions System or the like, when a receiver reads out a mail 
which has been Stored in a host computer, is informed to a 
Sender as considering that this mail has been opened. 
According to this method, even if the terminal provided on 
a receiving Side automatically reads out a mail from a host 
computer, this mail is handled as opened. Therefore, a 
Sender cannot determine whether or not a receiver actually 
confirms the contents of a mail. 

0009 Conventionally, the processing flow of business is 
transmitted by mail. However, a process of displaying the 
list of mails including a formatted message about busineSS 
and that of a mail including a non-formatted message to an 
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individual receiver, on a same display, thereby managing the 
mails, has not yet been performed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. An object of the present invention is to determine 
the States of the receiver of a message. Another object is to 
display the contents of a message and the States of a receiver 
linked with each other, on a terminal. Still another object is 
to make clear whether or not the receiver of a message 
confirms the contents of a message or whether or not he or 
She completes the busineSS related to this message. A further 
object is to display the formatted message related to a 
busineSS processing and the non-formatted messages other 
than this formatted message together with a message type So 
that the received messages can be uniformally managed. 

0011. The present invention includes a preparation por 
tion for preparing a receiver State list for displaying the 
States of receivers of messages whose destinations are a 
plurality of receivers, and a management portion for man 
aging the information of the receiver State list, in a message 
processing device for processing messages transmitted from 
a plurality of terminals. 

0012 For example, completion information which 
informs that a receiver of the message confirms the contents 
of the message or that the busineSS related to the message is 
completed, is included in the receiver State list. Thus, the 
Sender of a message or receivers thereof can determine 
whether or not all the members who received the messages 
have confirmed the messages or whether or not the busi 
neSSes related to the messages have been completed, by 
looking at the receiver State list. Accordingly, the States of all 
the receivers can be obtained simultaneously. 

0013 By displaying the comments to the received mes 
Sage on the receiver State list, which is prepared by the 
receiver, it can be determined whether or not the message is 
accurately transmitted to a receiver, or whether a receiver 
approves or disapproves of the message. 

0014 Further, by displaying the contents of a message 
and the receiver State list linked with each other on a 
terminal, the Sender of a message and all the receivers can 
grasp the contents of the message as well as the States of 
each receiver of the message, Simultaneously. 

0015. A message management method of the present 
invention is to display the formatted message related to a 
busineSS processing and the non-formatted message other 
than this business together with the message type as a 
receiver State list. 

0016. According to the present invention, the list of a 
formatted message Such as a work flow and a non-formatted 
message Such as a mail to an individual receiver are dis 
played together with the message type as a message list. 
Therefore, it can be determined from the message type 
whether each message is related to a busineSS mail or a 
personal mail. 

0017 Further, according to the message management 
method of the present invention, a receiver State list for 
displaying the States of a plurality of receivers of messages 
whose destinations are a plurality of receiverS is displayed 
on a terminal. 
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0.018. The present invention can obtain the states of all 
the receivers who have received the messages asking, for 
example, whether or not they have confirmed the contents of 
messages or whether or not the businesses related to these 
messages have been completed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.019 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a system 
configuration of the message processing System according to 
an embodiment of the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 2 shows configurations of a message file 15, 
a message management table 16, and a member table 17; 
0021 FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the outline process 
of transmitting a message; 
0022 FIG. 4 is a table showing the display states at the 
time of transmitting a message; 
0023 FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing setting attributes 
based on the types of messages to be transmitted; 
0024 FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing displaying, return 
ing, transferring, and transmitting processes of existing 
meSSages, 

0.025 FIG. 7 is a list showing received messages; 
0.026 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing the process of 
displaying a received message list; 
0027 FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing the process of 
displaying messages and a receiver state list 24 linked with 
each other; 
0028 FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing the process of 
Setting date and time when a mail is opened; 
0029 FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing setting a comment; 
0030 FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing a completion check 
proceSS, 

0031 FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing the process of 
calculating an open ratio, 
0.032 FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing the process of 
calculating a completion check ratio; 
0.033 FIG. 15 is a table showing a display state in which 
messages and a receiver State table are displayed linked with 
each other; 
0034 FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing amending a trans 
mitted message and returning the thus-amended message in 
a not-opened State; 
0035 FIG. 17 is a received-message list 31; 
0036) 
Screen, 

FIG. 18 is a diagram showing a message edition 

0037 FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing a process corre 
sponding to the designation of an examiner and an approver; 
0.038 FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing an examination 
proceSS, 

0.039 FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing an approval pro 
CeSS, 

0040 FIG. 22 is a flowchart showing the process of 
Storing received messages as a to-do list; 
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0041 FIG. 23 is a table showing a to-do list; 
0042 FIG. 24 is a table showing the data configuration 
of a message type/comment pattern table 32, 
0043 FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing the process of 
automatically Setting the comment pattern corresponding to 
a message type at the time of transmitting a message; 
0044 FIG. 26 is a flowchart showing the process of 
automatically Setting the comment pattern corresponding to 
a message type when receiving a message; 
004.5 FIG. 27 is a screen for inputting a chosen com 
ment, 

0046 FIG. 28 is a flowchart showing the process of 
extracting the contents of a comment to be shown as 
Statistics, 
0047 FIG. 29 is a table showing the data structure of a 
keyword table 33; 
0048 FIG. 30 is a table showing the data structure of an 
active keyword table 34; 
0049) 
0050 FIG. 32 is a diagram explaining the case where a 
program is Stored in a storage medium. 

FIG. 31 is a list for extracting keywords; and 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0051 Embodiments of the present invention will be 
explained below with reference to the drawings. FIG. 1 is a 
block diagram showing the System configuration of a mes 
Sage processing System according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0052 According to this message processing System, a 
plurality of terminals 11 are connected to a server 13 through 
a line network 12 Such as a LAN or the like. A message 
processing program 14 of the Server 13 has the functions of 
preparing and transmitting a message for the terminals 11, as 
well as a function of displaying the list of received mes 
Sages, the list of messages to be transmitted, received 
messages, and the like. A message file 15 is a file in which 
the information on a message Sender Side is Stored. The title 
of the message a Sender ID, the contents of the message or 
the like are Stored in the message file 15. A message 
management table 16 is a table in which the information on 
a message receiver Side is Stored. A receiver ID, completion 
time and date, and comments to a message or the like are 
Stored in the message management table 16. A member table 
17 is a table for storing information about members who are 
destinations of messages. In this table, a member ID, names, 
a group which the members belong to or the like are Stored. 
0053 FIG.2 shows configurations of the message file 15, 
the message management table 16, and a member table 17, 
which are mentioned above. 

0054 The message file 15 includes a region 15a for 
Storing a message ID to be assigned to each message, a 
region 15b for storing a sender ID, a region 15c for storing 
transmission time and date, a region 15d for Storing the due 
date of a response to the message, a region 15e for Storing 
a message type Such as a job request, a display operation or 
the like, a region 15f for storing information about whether 
or not the message is confidential, a region 15g for Storing 
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a title, and a region 15h for Storing the contents of the 
message. Further, the message file 15 includes a region 15i 
for Storing time and date when a message is updated, a 
region 15i for Storing the ID of an examiner who examines 
whether or not the message is approved, a region 15k for 
Storing examined results, a region 15L for Storing the ID of 
an approver who approves the message after this message is 
examined, a region 15m for Storing the approved results, a 
region 15n for storing the information about whether or not 
the examined and approved message is readable, and a 
region 15p for Storing a comment pattern which is Specified 
by the sender. The message file 15 further includes regions 
for Storing attribute information Such as the requirement for 
comments, important comment, urgent comment or the like, 
other than the above mentioned regions. 
0.055 The message type is the information indicating 
which one of a job request, an investigation, a process of 
making all of a specific matter fully recognized, requirement 
for opinions or requests from the members, or the like, is the 
content of a message. According to the present embodiment, 
if a message type is Selected by a Sender when a message is 
prepared, an attribute Such as the requirement for the com 
ment to be included in a response, the requirement for a 
NO/YES answer or the like, is automatically set according 
to the thus-Selected message type. In the case where the 
investigation with a time limit, for example, is Selected as a 
message type, attributes of a “requirement for comments', 
and “with a time limit” are automatically Set to the message. 
Accordingly, the Sender does not need to Set every attribute 
to each of all the messages. 
0056 Next, the message management table 16 includes a 
region 16a for Storing a message ID, a region 16b for Storing 
a receiver ID, a region 16c for Storing time and date when 
the message is opened, a region 16d for Storing the comple 
tion time and date when the receiver opened the message and 
operated a definition button which will be described later, 
and a region 16e for Storing comments to the message. The 
data Stored in the message management table 16 are corre 
sponded to the data stored in the message file 15 by the 
message ID. 

0057 The member table 17 includes a region 17a for 
Storing the member ID, a region 17b for Storing a name, and 
a region 17c for Storing a group to which the members 
belong. This member table 17 is used for looking for a 
member ID when the group to which the member belongs to 
and the name are designated. 
0.058 Next, the operations of a message processing sys 
tem having the above-mentioned configuration will be 
explained. FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the outline process 
of transmitting a message. 

0059 First, a sender inputs a user ID from the terminal 11 
and logs on to the server device 13. When the sender 
performs operations for newly transmitting a message, a 
message processing program 14 of the Server 13 displays a 
preparation Screen for newly transmitting a message on the 
terminal 11 (S11 shown in FIG. 3). 
0060 FIG. 4 is a table showing the display state at the 
time of transmitting a message. Sections for inputting a 
destination, a message type, a title, a text or the like are 
displayed. On the right of the display Screen, an enter button 
21 and a clear button 22 are displayed. When a message is 
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prepared and the enter button 21 is clicked, the message is 
transmitted, and the data which are inputted to the message 
file 15 are written in these sections. When the clear button 
22 is clicked, the inputted data are cleared. 
0061 The sender of a message inputs the text of a 
message to be transmitted, and at the same time Sets a 
destination, a message type, and the necessity or unnecessity 
of examination and approval. When the examination and 
approval are required, the Sender Sets the names of an 
examiner and an approver (S12). The destination, the mes 
Sage type, and the like can be optionally Selected from 
predetermined alternatives. 
0062) When the message type is inputted, the message 
processing program 14 of the Server 13 Sets attributes 
corresponding to this message type (S13). 
0063. When a box indicating “with examination and 
approval” is clicked, and the names of an examiner and an 
approver are Set, a check box provided in the Section of 
“with examination and approval' is displayed black, and a 
process corresponding to the designation of the examiner 
and the approver is performed (S14). 
0064. Next, a sender ID, a message ID, a message type, 
a time limit, an examiner ID, an attribute corresponding to 
a message type, information indicating that only the exam 
iner, approver, and Sender can read the message, and the like 
are inputted in the message file 15 (S15). 
0065. Therefore, when a sender selects a job request as a 
message type as shown in FIG. 4, a "requirement for com 
ments” and “with a time limit” are automatically set as 
attributes. Since the check boxes provided in “a requirement 
for comments” and “with a time limit” section are displayed 
black as shown in FIG. 4, the Sender does not need to set 
every attribute. 
0066. When the “requirement for comments” is set as the 
attribute of a message, a State of the message receiver is not 
in a termination State until the Sender inputs comments even 
if a message is opened on a receiver Side, and the definition 
button is clicked. When a time limit is set, and this time limit 
expires without completing a business, the Sender can rec 
ognize the presence of a message which should be urgently 
handled, since the number of days delay from the time limit 
is displayed on a received message list, which will be 
described later. 

0067. When a destination is designated by a sender, and 
the enter button 21 is clicked, a receiver ID is written 
corresponding to the message ID of the message manage 
ment table 16. Further, that time is written in the region 15c 
for Storing the transmission time and date of the message file 
15, as a transmission time and date (S16). 
0068 Next, a process of setting attributes corresponding 
to the message type of step S13 shown in FIG. 3 will be 
explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 5. 
0069 First, it is determined whether or not a message 
type is a “message” (S21 shown in FIG. 5). When the 
message type is the “message', the flow advances to Step 
S22, and “capability of deleting a message by a receiver' is 
Set as the attribute of the message. 
0070 When it is determined in step S21 that the message 
type is not a “message” (NO in step S21), the flow advances 
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to Step S23, and it is determined whether or not the message 
type is a “time limit check’. If the message type is the "time 
limit check”, the flow advances to step S24, and the 
“requirement for comments” and “with a time limit” are set 
as attributes. 

0071. When it is determined in step S23 that the message 
type is not the “time limit check” (NO in step S23), the flow 
advances to step S25, and it is determined whether or not the 
message type is a “job request'. If the message type is the 
“job request', the flow advances to step S24, and the 
“requirement for comments” and “with a time limit” are set 
as attributes. 

0072. When it is determined in step S25 that the message 
type is not the “job request” (NO in step S25), the flow 
advances to step S26, and it is determined whether or not the 
message type is a “check with a filing time limit’. If the 
message type is the “check with a filing time limit, the flow 
advances to Step S24, and the “requirement for comments' 
and “with a time limit” are set as attributes. 

0.073 When it is determined in step S26 that the message 
type is not the “check with a filing time limit” (NO in step 
S26), the flow advances to step S27, and it is determined 
whether or not the message type is a “YES/NO check”. If the 
message type is the “YES/NO Survey', the flow advances to 
step S28, and the “requirement for a YES/NO check” and 
“with a time limit” are set as attributes. 

0.074. When it is determined in step S27 that the message 
type is not the “YES/NO check” (NO in step S27), the flow 
advances to step S29, and it is determined whether or not the 
message type is a “process of making all of a specific matter 
fully recognized'. If the message type is the “process of 
making all of a Specific matter fully recognized”, the flow 
advances to step S30, and the “requirement for the automatic 
display of an agreement check” is Set as an attribute. 

0075) When it is determined in step S29 that the message 
type is not the “process of making all of a specific matter 
fully recognized” (NO in step S29), the flow advances to 
Step S31, and it is determined whether or not the message 
type is a “memorandum”. If the message type is the “memo 
randum’, the flow advances to step S32, and “confidential” 
is Set as an attribute. If the “memorandum” is Set as a 
message type when preparing a message, this message 
designates the Sender, and the attribute becomes confiden 
tial. Therefore, the Sender can Store this message to be seen 
only by himself or herself. 

0.076 When it is determined in step S31 that the message 
type is not the “memorandum” (No in step S31), the flow 
advances to step S33, and it is determined whether or not the 
message type is a “requirement for opinions'. If the message 
type is the “requirement for opinions', the flow advances to 
Step S34, and the “requirement for comments' is Set as an 
attribute. 

0077. When it is determined in step S33 that the message 
type is not the “requirement for opinions, that is, the 
message type does not correspond to any one of the above 
mentioned items, or the attribute according to the message 
type is Set in the attribute Section on the message preparation 
Screen, attributes which are Set in the attribute Section are 
written in the corresponding region of the message file 13 
(S35). 
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0078. As mentioned above, an attribute for requesting a 
receiver to input comments, to answer YES or NO, or the 
like is Set according to the message type. Then the receiver 
performs operations according to this request. Thus, it can be 
confirmed whether or not the Subject of the message is 
accurately informed to the receiver or whether the receiver 
approves or disapproves of the message. 
0079 The displaying, returning, transferring, and the 
transmitting processes of the thus-transmitted message will 
be explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 
6. 

0080 When the user of the terminal 11 performs the 
operations of displaying the received message, the message 
processing program 14 of the Server 13 detects the message 
ID of the received message from the message management 
table 16 using the user ID. Then, a list 20 of the received 
message as shown in FIG. 7 is displayed (S41 shown in 
FIG. 6). 
0081. Here, the contents of the process of displaying the 
received message list 20 in step S41 shown in FIG. 6 will 
be explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 
8. 

0082 First, the member ID of a user, who is logged on to 
the terminal 11 to which a request of displaying the message 
list has been made, is set as a receiver ID (FIG. 8, S51). 
Next, the message management table 16 is detected using 
the receiver ID as a key, and a corresponding message ID is 
extracted (S52). Then, the message type, the State, the title 
of each message and the like are obtained from the message 
file 15 based on the thus-extracted message ID (S53). The 
information about each of the thus-obtained items is edited 
to be displayed on a corresponding terminal 11 as the 
received message list 20 (S54). 
0083. Before opening a message, the receiver can deter 
mine from the received message list 20 shown in FIG. 7, 
which kind of message the received message is, that is, a job 
request, a time limit check, a process of making all of a 
Specific matter fully recognized, a personal mail, or the like. 
Further, the receiver can determine whether or not the 
message is an urgent message, an important message or the 
like, from the attribute information. 

0084. Both a formatted message such as a business work 
flow, and a non-formatted message Such as a personal mail, 
can be displayed on the received message list 20 together 
with the message type. Therefore, the receiver can Simulta 
neously manage all the received messages. 

0085. Further, the receiver can determine whether or not 
a not-opened massage or a message of which a time limit has 
expired is present. Further, the receiver can also determine 
the answer States, how many members have completed their 
businesses, and what the completion ratio is, from the 
completion States of the messages. If a time limit expires in 
an unfinished State, a flame mark or a receivers angry face, 
etc. which is not shown in FIG. 7, is displayed, and this 
mark or face gradually becomes larger as the number of days 
delay from the time limit increases, thereby informing the 
receiver of the degree of delay. 

0086. In the case where the receiver wishes to read a 
message as shown in FIG. 6, he or she clicks the title of a 
message of the received message list 20, which the receiver 
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wishes to open (S42). When instructed to open the message, 
the message processing program 14 of the Server 13 reads 
out the contents of the designated message from the message 
file 15, and displays the thus-read-out message on the Screen 
of the terminal 11 (S43). Further, a receiver state list 24 
indicating the completion State of the receiver of the mes 
Sage, comments, and the like are displayed on the terminal 
11 linked with the message (S44). 
0087. A process of displaying a received message and the 
receiver state list 24 linked with each other will be explained 
with reference to the flowcharts shown in FIGS. 9 to 14 and 
the display states shown in FIG. 15. 
0088 First, the message type, the title, the transmission 
date, the message contents, and the Sender ID of each 
message are obtained based on the message ID of the 
received message list 20 (S61 shown in FIG. 9). Then, a 
process of Setting the time and date when a message is 
opened, which is shown in Step S62, is performed. 
0089. The process of setting the time and date when a 
message is opened will be explained with reference to FIG. 
10. First, it is determined whether or not a message is opened 
according to a fact that whether or not the time and date has 
been Stored in the region 16c, of the message management 
table 16, for Storing the time and date when a message was 
opened (S81 shown in FIG. 10). In the case where the 
message has been opened, the process terminates at this 
point. In the case where the message is not opened, the 
current time and date are obtained Since the message is 
opened for the first time (S82). Then, the thus-obtained time 
and date are Set as the open time and date, in the open time 
and data Section of the display and edition region of a 
message (S83). 
0090 Next, a process of setting comments in step S63 
shown in FIG. 9 is performed. 
0.091 This process of setting comments will be explained 
below with reference to FIG. 11. The message management 
table 16 is detected using the message ID and the receiver 
ID. Then, it is determined whether or not comments are 
Stored in a storage region 16e for Storing the comment, 
corresponding to the message ID and the receiver ID (S91 
shown in FIG. 11). In the case where comments are not 
Stored, the process terminates at this point. In the case where 
comments are Stored in the region 16e of the message 
management table 16, these comments are Set in a comment 
input section on the screen (S92). 
0092. Thus, in the case where the receiver has already set 
comments in a message, the thus-Set comments are dis 
played in the comment input Section of the message. 
0093. Then, a completion check process in step S64 
shown in FIG. 9 is performed. 
0094. This completion check process will be explained 
with reference to FIG. 12. First, it is determined whether or 
not a completion check is designated, that is, whether or not 
a receiver has already operated the definition button 23 after 
confirming the contents of a message (S101 shown in FIG. 
12). In the case where the completion check is not desig 
nated, that is, the receiver has not performed operations for 
the completion, the process terminates at this point. In the 
case where the completion check is designated, on the other 
hand, a completion operation is Set in the completion check 
section on the screen (S102). 
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0095) A process of calculating an open ratio in step S65 
shown in FIG. 9 is performed. 
0096. The process of calculating an open ratio will be 
explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 13. 
First, data of all the receivers corresponding to the desig 
nated message ID are obtained from the message manage 
ment table 16 (S111 shown in FIG. 13). Next, the number 
of receivers whose open time and date are Set in the message 
management table 16 is calculated (S112). Then, the number 
K of receivers who opened the messages is divided by the 
number of all the receiverS So that the open ratio is obtained 
by multiplying the resultant number by 100 (S113). 
0097 Next, a process of calculating a completion check 
ratio is performed in step S66 shown in FIG. 9. 
0098. This process of calculating a completion check 
ratio will be explained with reference to the flowchart shown 
in FIG. 14. First, data of all the receivers corresponding to 
the designated message ID are obtained from the message 
management table 16 (S121 shown in FIG. 14). Next, the 
number of receivers whose completion dates are Set is 
calculated (S122). Then, the number C of receivers who 
have completed their businesses is divided by the number of 
all the receiverS So that the completion check ratio is 
obtained by multiplying the resultant number by 100 
(S123). 
0099. In step S67 shown in FIG. 9, the message type, the 
transmission time and date, the title, the contents of a 
message, the Sender's name, the open ratio, and the comple 
tion check ratio which are obtained according to the above 
mentioned processes are transferred to the display and edit 
region for Storing display data at the time of editing a 
message. Then, the data Stored in the display and edit region 
are displayed as a message display Screen (S68). 
0100 Next, a receiver ID is obtained by referring to the 
message management table 16 according to the message ID 
of the Selected message (S69). In this process, the message 
management table 16 is detected using the massage ID as a 
key So that the corresponding receiver ID is obtained. 
0101 Next, the open time and data, the completion time 
and data, and comments which are Stored corresponding to 
the receiver ID are obtained (S70). In this case, data in which 
the open time and data, and the completion time and data 
have not been Stored, are handled as not-opened and not 
completed data. Further, a name corresponding to the 
receiver ID is obtained by referring to the member table 17 
using a receiver ID as a key. Accordingly, the thus-obtained 
name is set as a receiver's name (S71). 
0102) The receiver's name, the open time and data, the 
completion time and data, and comments which are obtained 
by the above-mentioned processes are transferred to the 
display and edit region (S72). It is determined whether or not 
processes terminate for all the receivers who are Stored in the 
message management table 16, corresponding to the mes 
sage ID (S73). In the case where processes do not terminate 
for all the receivers, the process returns in step S69, and the 
above-mentioned processes repeat. In the case where pro 
ceSSes terminate for all the receivers, on the other hand, the 
contents of the display and edit region are displayed as the 
receiver state list 24 (S74). 
0103). According to the above-mentioned processes, a 
received message and the receiver State list 24 are displayed 
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linked with each other. After the process returns to processes 
shown in FIG. 6, the receiver closes the message by 
operating one of the definition button 23, a return button 26, 
and an existing-message-transmission button 27, shown in 
FIG. 15, while the message and the receiver state list 24 are 
being displayed (S45). 
0104. In the case where the definition button 23 is oper 
ated, the process advances to Step S46, and the current time 
and data are written in the region 16d for Storing completion 
time and data in the message management table 16. If 
comments are inputted, the thus-inputted comments are 
written in the Storage region 16e for Storing a comment. 

0105. In the case where the return button 25 is operated, 
the process advances to Step S47, and a return proceSS is 
performed for newly preparing a message which designates 
a Sender of the message as a destination. 
0106. In the case where the transfer button 26 is operated, 
the proceSS advances to Step S48, and a transfer process is 
performed for transferring the received message to another 
perSon as it is. Further, in the case where the existing 
message-transmission button 27 is operated, the proceSS 
advances to Step S49, and an existing-message-transmission 
proceSS is performed for newly preparing a message using 
the text of the received message. 
0107 FIG. 15 shows tables indicating the display states 
when a message and the receiver State list 24 are displayed 
linked with each other according to the above-mentioned 
processes. 

0108. When the title of a specific message is clicked 
while the received message list 20 is being displayed, the 
message type, the title, the contents of the message, and the 
like are displayed. If this is the first opening, the current time 
and date are Stored in the region 16c for Storing time and date 
when the message management table 16 is opened. After the 
contents of the message are confirmed, the receiver performs 
an YES/NO check, inputs comments, or the like according 
to the message type. After that, when the definition button 23 
is operated, the comments which are inputted to a comment 
Section are written in the Storage region 16e for Storing the 
comment of the message management table 16, and the time 
and date when the definition button 23 is operated are 
written in the Storage region 16d for Storing completion time 
and date, as completion time and date. In the case where the 
“requirement for comments' or the “requirement for an 
YES/NO check” is set as an attribute of the message at this 
time, a process is not handled as completed even if the 
definition button 23 is operated without inputting comments 
or performing the YES/NO check. Consequently, the 
completion time and data are not written in the message 
management table 16. 

0109 According to this embodiment, when a message is 
displayed, a Sender of the message and all receivers thereof 
can observe the States of the receivers of the message, that 
is, whether or not each receiver opens the message, whether 
or not each receiver confirms the message, whether or not a 
completion State is obtained by completing the matter 
described in the message, or what kind of comments each 
receiver makes on the message. Therefore, for example, in 
the case of a message for confirming the progreSS of the 
business of a member of a group, the States of all the 
members can be determined by looking at the message, the 
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completion State in a receiver State list, comments and the 
like. Accordingly, the leader of the group can determine the 
States of all the members without reading the respective 
messages transmitted from the members. Since a member 
can determine the States of the other members, members can 
share information Similarly to the case where all the mem 
bers get together and report their States to each other. 
Therefore, the present invention can provide a virtual elec 
tronic Space for performing a Series of operations Such as 
instructions and prosecutions of the business, reports on the 
States thereof, or the like. 
0110 Next, processes of amending a transmitted message 
and returning the amended message in a not-opened State 
will be explained with reference to the flowchart shown in 
FIG. 16. 

0111 When operations for displaying the list of messages 
to be transmitted is performed by a user, the message 
processing program 14 of the Server 13 detects the message 
of a sender ID which corresponds to the user ID inputted 
from the terminal 11, from the message file 15. Then, this 
program displays a transmission message list 31 including a 
message type, a completion State, a title, transmission time 
and date, a time limit, an amendment button 32, and a 
deletion button 33 as shown in FIG. 17 (S131 as shown in 
FIG. 16). In a state section 31a of the transmission message 
list 31, the number of receivers who transmit completion 
responses among the receivers of messages, and the comple 
tion ratio are displayed. 
0112 The sender looks at this list and clicks the title of 
a message to be updated or the amendment button 32(S132). 
0113. The message processing program 14 determines 
whether or not the amendment button 32 is operated (S133). 
In the case where the amendment button 32 is operated, data 
of a message which is designated by the message file 15 are 
read out, and a message edition screen shown in FIG. 18 is 
displayed (S134). On this message edition Screen, the mes 
Sage type, the title, the text, the Sender's name, the attributes, 
the examination and approval, the destination to be deleted, 
and the destination to be added, which are read out from the 
message file 15 are displayed. 
0114. The Sender changes a message type, a title, a text, 
an attribute, a completion State Section, and a destination if 
necessary (S135). After the sender amends the necessary 
data, and he or she clicks an update button 34 while he or she 
keeps a check button for determining whether or not data 
should be returned in the not-opened State in a completion 
State Section, in a check State (shown as a black box in FIG. 
18), or in a not-checked state (S136). When the thus 
amended data are transmitted as a new message, a new 
transmission button 35 is clicked. When the message is 
deleted, a delete button 36 is clicked. 
0115 The message processing program 14 determines 
whether or not a message is returned in a not-opened State, 
according to a fact about whether or not a check box for 
returning in a not-opened State is checked (S137). 
0116. In the case where the message is returned in a 
not-opened State, the open time and date, and the completion 
time and date of the corresponding message ID of the 
message management table 16 are cleared (S138). Next, the 
current time and date are obtained (S139) to be written in a 
region 15i for Storing the update time and date of the 
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message file 15 (S140). Further, the amended data are 
written in the corresponding Storage region of the message 
file 15 (S141). In the case where the message is returned in 
a not-opened State, Since the comments which the receiver 
wrote are kept as they are, response operations terminate 
after operating the definition button 23 if the receiver 
displays the amended message, confirms the contents, and 
needs not change the comments. 
0117 For example, when such an amendment requires 
the addition or deletion of a destination, and the Sender Sets 
a check box for returning a message in a not-opened State, 
in a not-checked state, the flow advances from step S137 to 
step S139. At this time, the update time and date are written 
in the message file 15 without clearing the completion time 
and date. 

0118. In the case where it is determined in step S133 that 
the amendment button 32 is not clicked, that is, a title is 
clicked, the flow advances to Step S142, and the designated 
message and receiver States are displayed linked with each 
other. When the title section of a message is further clicked 
displaying the message, the Screen changes to a Screen for 
editing a message (S143), and the processes in and after 
S134 are performed. 
0119) Thus, in the case where data of the transmitted 
message are changed, the message can be returned in the 
not-opened State. Accordingly, when a message is amended, 
it is not necessary to prepare a new message again to be 
transmitted, So that the operations for preparing a message 
can be reduced. In the case where the amended message 
requires comments, and the comments to the amended 
message need not to be changed, the receiver neither pre 
pares a new response message nor inputs comments to the 
received message, Since the comments which were previ 
ously prepared are Stored as they are. Therefore, the opera 
tions for a message response are reduced. 
0120 Next, the contents of a process corresponding to 
the designation of a Sender and an approver, which is shown 
in step S14 shown in FIG. 3, are explained with reference 
to the flowchart shown in FIG. 19. 

0121 First, it is determined whether or not the designa 
tion of the examination and approval is present on a message 
transmission screen (S151 shown in FIG. 19). If YES, it is 
determined whether or not the designation of an examiner is 
performed (S152). In the case where the examiner is des 
ignated, it is further determined whether or not the approver 
is designated (S153). 
0122) In the case the examiner is not designated, the flow 
advances to step S154, and it is determined whether or not 
the designation of the approver is performed. When the 
approver is designated, the error display of an examiner 
designation is performed (S155). When the approver is not 
designated, the error display of an approver designation is 
performed in step S155. When the sender designates an 
examiner or an approver (S156), the flow returns in step 
S151. 

0123. In the case where an examiner and an approver are 
designated (YES in steps S152 and S153), an ID of the 
designated examiner is written in a region 15i for Storing the 
examiner ID of the message file 15 (S157). 
0.124. Next, an ID of the designated approver is written in 
a region 15L for Storing the approver ID of the message file 
15 (S158). 
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0.125 Further, in order that the other users cannot read 
this message until the examination and approval are com 
pleted, data Such that only the examiner and approver can 
read this message are written in a region 15n for Storing the 
data indicating whether or not the message file 15 is read 
able. 

0126) Next, the examination and approval processes will 
be explained with reference to FIGS. 20 and 21. At the time 
of log-on, if there is a message to be examined and approved 
by a user who logs on to a Server, a message to be examined 
and approved is specified in a received message list which 
has not been checked. Accordingly, the examiner clicks the 
corresponding title. When the title is clicked, the message 
processing program 14 detects a received message ID of the 
message management table 16 according to the user ID of 
the examiner which is inputted from the terminal 11. Further, 
this program 14 determines whether or not the designated 
message obtained by detecting the message file 15 according 
to the message ID is a message which requires the exami 
nation and approval. In the case where the received message 
requires the examination and approval, it is determined 
whether or not the examiner ID corresponds to the user ID, 
which are set in the message file 15. If these IDs correspond 
to each other, this message is displayed in Step S161 shown 
in FIG. 20. 

0127. The examiner confirms the contents of the dis 
played message, and inputs "pending”, “examined', or 
“deletion' in the examination and approval Section of the 
message (S162). The message processing program 14 writes 
the examination results which are inputted to the examina 
tion and approval Section, in a region 15k for Storing the 
examination results of the message file 15 (S163). 
0128. Similarly to the above-mentioned examination, 
when the approver clicks the title of a message which 
requires the approval of a received message list 20 which has 
not been checked, the message processing program 14 
detects the message file 15 according to the message ID of 
the designated message, and determines whether or not the 
designated message requires the examination and approval. 
If the received message requires the examination and 
approval, the message processing program 14 determines 
whether or not the approver ID which is Set in the message 
file 15 corresponds to the user ID which is inputted from the 
terminal 11. If the IDS correspond to each other, this message 
is displayed in step S171 shown in FIG. 21. 
0129. Further, the message processing program 14 deter 
mines whether or not the message is examined, that is, 
whether or not data are written in a region 15k of the 
message file 15 for Storing the examination results corre 
sponding to the message ID (S172). In the case where no 
data are written, the process terminates at this point. When 
data are written in, it is determined whether or not the 
examination results have been examined (S173). 
0.130. When a message has been examined, the approver 
confirms the contents of the message and inputs "pending', 
“examined”, or “rejection” (S174). 
0131 Then, the message processing program 14 writes 
this inputted “pending”, “examined', or "rejection' in a 
region 15m for Storing examination results of the message 
file 15 (S175). Further, this message processing program 14 
determines whether or not the approved results are actually 
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“approved” (S176). If the result is “approved”, the message 
processing program 14 writes information indicating that the 
message is readable, in a region 15n for Storing whether or 
not a message is readable, and makes this message readable 
(S177). 
0132) Next, a process of Storing a received message as a 
to-do list will be explained with reference to FIG. 22. 
0.133 First, the received message list 20 is displayed 
(S181 shown in FIG. 22). If the receiver clicks the title of 
a specific message regarding this list (S182), the contents of 
this message are displayed (S183). Further, a receiver state 
list 22 is displayed (S184). After the receiver operates one of 
a definition button, a return button, a transfer button, and an 
existing-message-transmission button (S.185), it is deter 
mined which one of the transfer button 21 (S186), an 
existing-message-transmission button 25 (S187), or other 
buttons is the thus-operated button. In the case where the 
thus-operated button is the transfer button 24, the original 
Sender's name as well as the original transmission time and 
date are added to the text, and further a transfer operation is 
added to the title (S188). At the process after step S188 or 
after the existing-message-transmission button 25 is oper 
ated (S187), a new transmission Screen is displayed, and the 
contents of the original received message are set (S189). The 
above-mentioned proceSS is basically the same as that per 
formed from step S41 to step S49 shown in FIG. 6. 
0134) The receiver changes the message type or the like 
on screen if necessary (S190). For example, the receiversets 
a memorandum as the message type of an existing message 
to be transferred or to be used. 

0.135 The message processing program 14 determines 
whether or not the message type is a memorandum. If the 
message type is a memorandum, its attribute is made to be 
confidential, and the destination is made to be a user ID 
(S192). 
0.136 FIG. 23 is a table showing the display screen of a 
to-do list. A memorandum is displayed as a message type, a 
transfer operation is displayed in a title Section, and the 
transmission date and the Sender of an original message are 
displayed in a text Section. In this case, the message type is 
a memorandum and the destination is the user thereof. 
Therefore, it is displayed in the receiver state list 22 that the 
user is the only receiver. 
0.137 If the process returns to those processes shown in 
FIG. 22, and the execution button 21 is operated, the 
contents of a new transmission Screen are written in each 
region of the message file 15 (S.193). Further, the destination 
is written in the receiver ID of the message management 
table 16 (S194). 
0138 According to these processes, when the completion 
Schedule of busineSS or the like is reported in a message 
response, the response message can be Stored as a confi 
dential message by making the message type a memoran 
dum. Thus, it can be confirmed whether or not a matter is 
promised the completion date of busineSS is present, accord 
ing to a memorandum. 
0139 Below is the explanation of the embodiment in 
which a receiver can automatically Set the type of a comment 
to be answered on a receiver S Side, when preparing a 
meSSage. 
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0140. In this embodiment, a message type/comment pat 
tern table 32 as shown in FIG. 24 is provided. This table 32 
Stores a comment pattern and the contents of the comment 
pattern (comment alternative which will be described later) 
corresponding to a message type. In the Section of the 
contents of the comment pattern shown in FIG. 24, a 
comment alternative to which a "reason' is added is an 
extension requiring the reason why the comment alternative 
is selected. When the receiver selects “refusal” or “pending” 
as a comment, it is necessary to input the reason. 

0.141. In FIG. 24, only one kind of comment pattern is 
displayed for a single message type. However, a plurality of 
comment patterns are Stored for a Single message type, and 
they are displayed when a message type is designated, So 
that a Sender can Select an arbitrary comment pattern among 
them. 

0142. A text, a destination or the like are first inputted on 
the preparation Screen of a new message (S201 shown in 
FIG. 25), and a message type is set (S202). 
0143. The message processing program 14 detects the 
message type/comment pattern table 32 according to the 
thus-inputted message type (S203). It is determined whether 
or not the corresponding comment pattern is present (S204). 
When a comment pattern is present, this comment pattern is 
obtained (S205). Further, its attribute is displayed in an 
attribute Section, and the thus-obtained comment is dis 
played in a comment Section (which is newly prepared on 
the message transmission screen shown in FIG. 4) (S206). 
When the Sender completes the preparation of a message and 
operates the execution button 21, the comment pattern 
displayed in a comment Section is written in a region 15p for 
Storing a comment pattern of the corresponding message of 
the message file 15 (S207). 
0144. According to this embodiment, when the sender 
designates a message type, a comment pattern correspond 
ing to this message type is automatically Selected. Then, the 
comment pattern and the contents of the comment pattern, 
for example, a comment alterative Such as “approval', 
"rejection”, “pending', or the like are displayed in the 
message comment Section on a receiver Side. Consequently, 
the receiver can prepare comments by Selecting one of Such 
comment alternatives. Thus, Since the receiver prepares 
comments by Selecting a specific comment alternative from 
a plurality of comments alternatives which are designated by 
the Sender, comments can be obtained from the receiver 
based on the Senders intention. 

0145 Next, a process of automatically setting comments 
at the time of receiving a message will be explained with 
reference to FIG. 26. 

0146 When the receiver clicks the title of the received 
message list 20 to designates the message to be opened, the 
message type, the comment pattern, the title, the context, the 
comment alternative of the designated message, and the like 
are read out from the message file 15, thereby displaying 
these on the screen of the terminal 11 (S211 shown in FIG. 
26). 
0147 When a comment pattern is set in a region 15p for 
Storing the comment pattern of the corresponding message 
of the message file 15, the contents of a further-Set comment 
pattern, that is, a comment alternative, are read out from the 
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message type/comment pattern table 32, So that the com 
ment pattern and the comment alternative are displayed in 
the comment section (S212). 
0148 When the receiver clicks one of the displayed 
comment alternatives to Selects a response comment (S213), 
the message processing program 14 determines whether or 
not an extension (for example, an extension requiring a 
comment to be added) is added (S214). In the case where an 
extension is added, the contents of the extension are dis 
played in the comment Section on a message display Screen 
(S215). The receiver inputs comments corresponding to the 
contents of the displayed extension (S216). 
014.9 For example, when a comment alternative such as 
“approval”, “rejection (reason)”, “pending (reason)”, “oth 
ers ()”, “consultation request ()”, or the like is displayed in 
the comment Section of the input Screen of a comment 
alternative as shown in FIG. 27, if the check box of each 
comment alternative is clicked, the thus-clicked check box 
becomes checked, and the corresponding comment is 
Selected as a response comment. If this comment is one 
which is set by an extension (shown as (reason) in FIG. 27), 
a word Such as "reason” is displayed in the comment Section, 
and the reason why this comment alternative was Selected is 
required. 

0150. If the process returns to FIG. 26, the input of 
comments terminates, and the definition button 23 is oper 
ated, the message processing program 14 writes the com 
ments which are inputted to the comment Section, in a 
Storage region 16e for the comment corresponding to the 
receiver ID of the message management table 16. 
0151. Thus, in the case where a comment pattern is set by 
a Sender, a comment alternative corresponding to the thus 
Set comment pattern is displayed. Therefore, a receiver can 
easily prepare a comment which is Suitable for the answer 
required by the Sender, only by Selecting the comment 
among comment alternatives. 
0152 Next, an extraction statistic process of extracting 
keywords from the contents of the receiver's comments and 
obtaining the occupation ratio of each keyword will be 
explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 28. 
0153 First, the designated message and the receiver state 

list 24 are displayed linked with each other (FIG. 28, S221). 
Then, it is determined whether or not a detection operation 
is performed using a keyword table 33 shown in FIG. 29 
(S222). When the detection operation is performed using the 
keyword table 33, the process advances to step S223, and the 
contents of the keyword tables 33 are displayed on the 
terminal 11. The Sender Selects the name of an optimum 
keyword from the keyword table 33 taking the contents of 
the comments into consideration (S224). The keyword cor 
responding to the thus-Selected keyword name of the key 
word table 33 is set in an active keyword table 34 shown in 
FIG.30 (S225). 
0154) If the keyword table 33 is not used (NO in step 
S222), a user Selects the necessary words from the comment 
section of the receiver state list 24 (S226). 
O155 The message processing program 14 sets the words 
which are selected by the user in the active keyword table 34 
(S227). Then, it is determined whether or not the input 
operation of words to be set as keywords terminates (S228). 
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0156 If the selected keywords of the keyword table 33 
are Set in the active keyword table 34, or the input operation 
of the keywords, which is performed by the user, terminates, 
keywords are Sequentially retrieved from the active keyword 
table 34. Next, the comment section of the receiver state list 
24 is detected so that the number of keywords which 
correspond to each other is counted (S229). Then, the 
thus-counted number is Set as the number corresponding to 
the keywords of the active keyword table 34 (S230). Next, 
it is checked whether or not keywords which are not 
aggregated in the active keyword table 34 are present, and 
it is determined whether or not all the keywords have been 
already aggregated (S231). If all the keywords are aggre 
gated in the active keyword table 34, a keyword extraction 
list 35 shown in FIG. 31 is prepared to be displayed 
following the receiver state list 24 (S232). 
O157 According to the extraction statistic of the contents 
of a comment, it can be obtained how many users approve 
or dispute the contents of the messages, how many users 
reserve their decisions, or the like from the receivers 
comments to the messages. Further, each ratio thereof can be 
obtained. 

0158 FIG. 32 is a diagram explaining the case where the 
above-mentioned message processing program 14 is first 
stored in a portable storage medium 44 such as a CD-ROM, 
a floppy disk or the like, or a storage apparatus which a 
program provider has, and then this program is loaded to a 
processor 41 to be executed. 
0159. In the case where this program is stored in the 
portable storage medium 44 such as a CD-ROM, a floppy 
disk or the like, the portable Storage medium 44 is inserted 
to a drive apparatuS 42, thereby reading out this program. 
Then, the thus-read-out program is Stored in a memory 43 
Such as a RAM, a hard disk or the like, thereby executing 
this program. In the case where a program is provided from 
a program provider thorough a communication line, the 
program which is Stored in a storage apparatus, a memory of 
the program provider, or the like is received in the processor 
41 through the communication line. Then, the thus-received 
program is Stored in the memory 43 Such as a RAM, a hard 
disk or the like to be executed. A program to be Stored in the 
Storage medium can include a part of the function of the 
above-mentioned message processing program 14. For 
example, a program for managing the receiver State list 24 
and a program for displaying the receiver State list 24 on the 
terminal 11 are respectively Stored in different Storage 
media, So that the respective programs can be executed by 
a message processing equipment or a terminal. 

0160 According to the above-mentioned embodiment, 
the message file 15, the message management table 16, and 
the like are Stored in the Storage apparatus of the Server 13. 
By contrast, a Storage apparatus for Storing a message can be 
provided independently from the server 13, and the server 13 
can write a message in the Storage apparatus or can read out 
a message from the Storage apparatus, through a communi 
cation line. 

0.161 According to the present invention, since a mes 
Sage and a receiver State list indicating the States of a 
receiver of this message are displayed linked with each 
other, the Sender of a message or all the receivers can 
determine Simultaneously the States of all the receivers of 
the messages, for example, whether or not each receiver 
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approves the message or whether or not his or her busineSS 
is completed, together with the contents of the message. 
Since information indicating whether or not the message has 
been opened, whether or not the message has been con 
firmed, and completion information indicating whether or 
not the receiver's busineSS has been completed, are dis 
played as a receiver State list, the completion States of all the 
receivers can be determined Simultaneously. Further, Since a 
formatted message like a work flow related to the busineSS 
and a not-formatted message for an individual receiver are 
displayed in a list together with the respective message 
types, messages with different objectives can be referred to 
on the same display Screen together with their message 
types. Further, Since a Sender Sets keywords, and performs a 
Statistical proceSS by extracting keywords from the receiv 
er's comments, he or she can effectively obtain the receiv 
er's response or reaction to the message as Statistically 
analyzed data. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A message processing apparatus for processing mes 

Sages transmitted from a plurality of terminals comprising: 
preparation means for preparing a receiver State list 

indicating States of a plurality of receivers of a message 
whose destinations are the plurality of receivers, and 

management means for managing information in the 
receiver State list. 

2. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the receiver State list includes completion infor 
mation indicating that receiver confirms the message, or a 
busineSS related to the message is completed. 

3. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
2, wherein content of the message and the receiver State list 
are displayed on a terminal, linked with each other. 

4. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the receiver State list includes open information 
indicating open States of the message of the plurality of 
receivers, and completion information indicating that the 
message is confirmed, or that busineSS related to the message 
is completed. 

5. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, comprising: 

Storage means for Storing content of the message, receiv 
ers names, and completion information indicating that 
receiver confirms content of the message, or that busi 
neSS related to the message is completed, correspond 
ing to each other, wherein 

the preparation means prepares the receiver State list 
based on the receivers names and the completion 
information. 

6. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
5, comprising: 

amendment means for amending contents of transmitted 
message Stored in the Storage means, and 

recovery means for recovering all the receivers open 
information indicating whether or not the receiver 
opens the message from an opened State to a not 
opened State when the message is amended by the 
amendment means. 

7. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
5, wherein 
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the Storage means Stores comments prepared by the 
receivers for the message, and 

the recovery means makes the comments Stored in the 
Storage means be Stored as they are, when the trans 
mitted message is amended by the amendment means. 

8. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
5, wherein 

the Storage means Stores message type of the message, 
and 

the preparation means prepares the receiver State list 
according to the message type, the receivers' names, 
and the completion information. 

9. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
8, comprising: 

Set means for displaying comment alternatives of com 
ment pattern which correspond to the message type of 
the received message, in comment Section of the 
received message, and for Setting comment pattern 
which corresponds to comment alternative Selected by 
receiver as the receivers comment to the received 
message, wherein 

the Storage means includes a comment pattern Storage 
portion for Storing, corresponding to the message type, 
the comment pattern and the comment alternatives 
which correspond to the comment pattern. 

10. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, for enabling a Sender and all receivers of the message to 
confirm content of the message and the receiver State list on 
Screens of terminals. 

11. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein 

a comment Section for inputting comment to received 
message is provided in the message, and comment 
inputted to the comment Section is displayed as com 
ment of respective receiver, in the receiver State list. 

12. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein 

delay State regarding response time limit which is Set in 
the message is displayed as delay information in a 
received message list. 

13. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, comprising: 

open ratio obtaining means for obtaining an open ratio of 
the message from the open information indicating an 
open State of the receiver of the message, and 

display means for displaying the open ratio of the mes 
Sage in a message list. 

14. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, comprising: 

completion ratio obtaining means for obtaining a comple 
tion ratio from the completion information indicating 
that receiver of the message confirms the message, or 
that busineSS related to the message is completed, and 

display means for displaying the completion ratio which 
is obtained from the completion ratio obtaining means, 
in a message list. 
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15. The message processing apparatus according to claim 
1, comprising: 

detection means for detecting designated keywords from 
receivers comments, and 

aggregation means for aggregating a number of comments 
which include the keywords detected by the detection 
means, wherein 

a number of comments including the designated keywords 
is displayed on a terminal. 

16. A message processing apparatus for processing mes 
Sages transmitted from a plurality of terminals, comprising: 

preparation means for preparing a message list of dis 
playing a formatted type message related to a process 
of busineSS and a non-formatted type message related 
to a process other than business, together with a mes 
Sage type; and 

management means for managing information in the 
message list. 

17. A message management method for managing mes 
Sages transmitted from a plurality of terminals, comprising 
the step of: 

displaying a formatted type message related to a proceSS 
of busineSS and a non-formatted type message related 
to a process other than business, together with a mes 
Sage type. 

18. A message management method for managing mes 
Sages transmitted from a plurality of terminals, comprising 
the steps of: 

preparing a receiver State list indicating States of a plu 
rality of receivers of message whose designations are 
the plurality of receivers, and 

displaying the receiver State list on a terminal. 
19. The message management method according to claim 

18, wherein 
Said displaying Step is to display the receiver State list 

linked with content of the message. 
20. The message management method according to claim 

18, wherein 
the receiver State list includes receivers names and 

completion information indicating that receiver con 
firms the message, or that busineSS related to the 
message is completed, 

Said displaying Step is to display content of the message 
and the receiver State list on a terminal linked with each 
other. 
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21. A message management method for managing mes 
Sages transmitted from a plurality of terminals, comprising 
the Steps of: 

preparing a receiver State list indicating States of a plu 
rality of receivers of message whose destinations are 
the plurality of receivers, and 

managing information of the receiver State list. 
22. The message management method according to claim 

21, wherein 
the receiver State list includes receivers names and 

completion information that receiver confirms the mes 
Sage, or that busineSS related to the message is com 
pleted. 

23. A computer readable Storage medium for Storing a 
program, the program comprising the Steps of: 

displaying a receiver State list indicating States of a 
plurality of receivers of message whose designations 
are the plurality of receivers and content of the message 
on a terminal, linked with each other. 

24. A computer readable Storage medium for Storing a 
program, the program comprising the Steps of: 

displaying a receiver State list which includes receivers 
names of message and completion information indicat 
ing that content of the message is confirmed, or that 
busineSS related to the message is completed, on a 
terminal. 

25. A computer readable Storage medium for Storing a 
program, the program comprising the Steps of: 

preparing a receiver State list indicating States of a plu 
rality of receivers of message whose destinations are 
the plurality of receivers, and 

managing information of the receiver State list. 
26. The Storage medium according to claim 25, wherein 
the receiver State list includes receivers names and 

completion information indicating that content of the 
message is confirmed, or that busineSS related to the 
message is completed. 

27. The Storage medium according to claim 26, the 
program comprises a Step of: 

returning open information about all receivers of the 
message from an opened State to a not-opened State 
when content of the transmitted message is amended by 
a Sender, wherein 
the receiver State list includes the open information 

indicating whether or not the receiver open the 
meSSage. 


